PURAGI

Puragi is the language of Puragi village on the Metamani River.

+ 900 [speakers]
Dialects: ?
Villages: Puragi, Saga, Gamure.
- Voorhoeve 1975f:34.

Flassy and Stokhof (1979) combine Inanwatan, Puragi, with communaleets called Yamarema and Saga, under what they call the Miraga language, and Konda, Yahadian, Mugim and Kampong Baru under what they call the Ogit language, a name used by Voorhoeve (1975a) as an alternative name for the Moraid language ...

* Bahasa Dialek Kampung ...
    Miraga/Mogao/ Mogiago (Metamani) Saga Yamarema
            (darat) Puragi Benawa I
            (pantai) Babino
                  Isogo
                  Karirib

Dialect ... Village District
Metamani (river) Saga Inanwatan
Metamani (inland) Puragi Inanwatan
    Puragi Inanwatan
    Benawa Inanwatan
    Inanwatan Inanwatan
Metamani (coast) Inanwatan Inanwatan
- Stokhof & Flassy 1985:60.

Flassy and Stokhof (1979) combine Inanwatan, Puragi, with communaleets called Yamarema and Saga, under what they call the Miraga language, and Konda, Yahadian, Mugim and Kampong Baru under what they call the Ogit language, a name used by Voorhoeve (1975a) as an alternative name for the Moraid language of the West Bird's Head stock-level Family of the West Papuan Phylum ...
South Bird's Head Family

PURAGI. The Puragi language has about 700 speakers, the majority of whom live in Puragi situated on the banks of the Mitimani river. ... - Berry & Berry 1987b:93.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Est. Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Puragi</td>
<td>PURAGI</td>
<td>Esogu</td>
<td>Saga</td>
<td>Bedari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>797</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Berry & Berry 1987b:98.

Puragi (Mogao)
POP: +/- 800
LOC: Southwest Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf, inland around Metamani River

... VILLAGE(S):
Puragi
Esogu
Saga
Bedari
Gamure
- Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:95.

(Mogao)
700
LOC: Southwest Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf, inland around Metamani River

Puragi: 900 speakers reported in 1978, in the southwest Bird's Head, Irian Jaya. Also called Mogao.
- Comrie 1992nn:43.

Southwest Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf, inland around Matamani River. ...

PURAGI (MOGAO) ... 700 (1991 SIL). Southwest Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf, inland around Matamani River. ...
- Grimes 1996.

PURAGI (MOGAO) ... 700 (1991 SIL). Southwest Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf, inland around Matamani River. Linguistic
... To the east and north of Inanwatan, the Puragi language is spoken in the villages Saga, Puragi, Bedare and Isogo. Puragi belongs to the South Bird's Head family ... Yahadian, of the Konda-Yahadian family, spoken in the villages Mugim and Yahadian, is the western neighbour of the Inanwatan language.
- de Vries 1996:98.

To the east and north of Inanwatan, the Puragi language is spoken in the villages Saga, Puragi, Bedare and Isogo. Puragi belongs to the South Bird's Head family ...
- de Vries 2000:139.

.. To the east and north of Inanwatan, the Puragi language is spoken by around 1,400 people in the villages Saga, Puragi, Bedare and Isogo. Puragi belongs to the South Bird's Head family together with Arandai (Voorhoeve 1985). ...
- de Vries 2002:89.

(Mogao)
Poeragi (nabij Bira), Saga, deel van Inanwatan (+ 900 zielen).
PURAGI

PURAGI = MIRAGA

Voorhoeve 1981 (Flassy & Stokhof 1979)

PURAGI

800 South Bird's Head (Silzer & Heikkinen 1984)

PURAGI

700 South Bird's Head (Berry & Berry 1987b; Silzer & Clouse 1991; Grimes 1996, 2000)

PURAGI


900 South Bird's Head (Grimes 1992, Wurm 1994)

PURAGI

South Bird's Head (de Vries 1996, Smits & Voorhoeve 1998)

MEDAMA = PURAGI

Smits & Voorhoeve 1998

MIRAGA

Wurm 1982 (Flassy & Stokhof 1979)

MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGAOGO

Stokhof & Flassy 1985

MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

MOGAO

900 Galis 1955-56

MOGAO

Galis 1960, Capell 1962 (Galis), Wurm & Hattori 1981; Silzer &

MOGAO = PURAGI

2000; Wurm 1994

SAGA = MIRAGA

Wurm 1982 (Flassy & Stokhof 1979)

YAMAREMA = MIRAGA

Wurm 1982 (Flassy & Stokhof 1979)

Babino -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/ MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Bedare -- PURAGI

de Vries 1996, 2000, 2002

Bedari -- PURAGI

Silzer & Heikkinen 1984, Berry &

Benawa -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/ MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Benawa -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/ MOGAOGO

Stokhof & Flassy 1985

Bira -- ? PURAGI

de Clercq & Schmeltz 1893 (cf S&C)

Esogu -- PURAGI

Silzer & Heikkinen 1984, Berry &

Isogo -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/ MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Isogo -- PURAGI

de Vries 1996, 2000, 2002
Gamure -- PURAGI

Voorhoeve 1975, Silzer & Heikkinen 1984

Karirib -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

METAMANI -- d of MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGAOGO

Stokhof & Flassy 1985

METAMANI -- d of MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Poeragi -- INANWATAN dist

Maurenbrecher 1953(1993)

Poeragi -- MOGAO

Galis 1955-56

Puragi -- PURAGI

Voorhoeve 1975; Silzer & Heikkinen 1984; Berry & Berry 1987b; Silzer & Clouse 1991; de Vries 1996, 2000,

Puragi -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Puragi -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGAOGO

Stokhof & Flassy 1985

Saga -- MOGAO

Galis 1955-56

Saga -- PURAGI

Voorhoeve 1975; Silzer & Heikkinen 1984; Berry & Berry 1987b; Silzer & Clouse 1991; de Vries 1996, 2000,

Saga -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

Saga -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGAOGO

Stokhof & Flassy 1985

Yamarema -- MIRAGA/MOGAO/MOGIAGO

Flassy & Stokhof 1982

* * * * *